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LINKS OF INTEREST… 

Tipster Champions League 
Daily Blog Updates 
Racecards & Ratings 
App For iOS 
App For Android 
BetFan TV 
Become A Tipster 
Become An Affiliate 
Help & Support 
Bet World Reviews 
ZapTips 

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS… 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Google Plus 
Youtube

GOOD MORNING! 
Today’s free tips are courtesy of Lucky 
7 Naps, Lateral Investment Strategy 
and Early Odds.


Yours In Sport,


BetFan.com 
ZapTips.co.uk 

CLICK HERE!

TODAY’S SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
1 - Win Bet - 13:10 Southwell (A.W) - Zenovia @ 7/2 

2 - Win Bet - 14:50 Sedgefield - Dieg Man @ 2.05 

3 - Win Bet - 13:20 Sedgefield - Vinnie Lewis @ 2/1  
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Dutch Betting - By Eddie Lloyd


Today I thought I’d talk about backing the field and how we can use dutching to our 
advantage. For those that don’t know what dutching is, it’s where we back more than 
one horse in a race. It can be applied in any form of betting but of course today we’ll 
focus it on the horses. You go through the card and in a competitive race you can’t 
split your opinion between who will win between three horses. What do you do? 
Leave the race, pick one at random or go for the one with the shortest price? 
Personally I dutch them and dutching makes up a big part of my portfolio.


One of the quickest ways of working out how to dutch is to use a calculator of which 
there are many on the internet. As always though it is important to understand exactly 
what we are doing in terms of how the bet is constructed. Usually, depending on the 
odds we end up betting to an odds-on scenario so we need to make sure that long-
term we are hitting a high enough strike rate for this to remain profitable. Let me 
explain.


We’ve found three horses that we fancy and they are all at 4/1. To back those 3 
horses as a dutch bet we are now betting to 4/6. A big difference to just 4/1! So how 
do we work this out?


You have to calculate the percentage of the odds. I have shown this calculation a 
hundred times but here it is again! We divide the left number by the right number and 
add 1. So 4 divided by 1 plus 1 equals 5. We divide 5 into 100 to give us 20%. We can 
do this with any odds so 3/1 would equal 25% etc.


Once we have found our percentages we need to add them all together and that will 
be the new odds at which we bet. So three 4/1 shots added together will become 
60%. Divide the 60% into 100 and you get 1.66 or 4/6. If you were to now place £20 
each on these 4/1 shots you would return £100 but of course, your total stake would 
be £60 so a £40 profit would be yours.


It can look an attractive way to bet at first as you’re increasing your chance of a return 
but remember that you need a much higher strike rate as you are betting to shorter 
odds. Have a play around with it and see if you can get to grips with it.
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Willie Is Warming Up Nicely! - By High Roller Racing


Willie Mullins is normally associated with winners at most times of the year. Mullins is 
warming up nicely now and is currently the most in form trainer in Great Britain just 
ahead of Alan King and Gordon Elliott. Mullins has Paul Townsend riding as number 
one jockey whilst Ruby Walsh is out with injury and Paul is doing a great job with 
loads of winners so best wishes to him. Looking forwards Willie has Laws Of Spin 
entered up in a Listed flat race at Kempton. Bravissimo has entries at Punchestown 
on Wednesday and could win there... he made a pleasing return at Wexford in late 
October and looks set to improve over the larger obstacles. Watch for Willie Mullins 
and be prepared to consider every horse he runs... at the moment Willie could win 
with a donkey entered up from the beach... only joking but that’s the significance of 
King Willie.


Jamie Osborne has his string in good form. Jamie had plenty of winners over the 
summer on turf but has racked up quite a few on the all weather recently and we need 
to take notice of his entries. Born To Finish hasn’t been with the yard long but ran a 
career best when winning at Kempton in early November... this horse is at his best 
coming off a strong pace but if getting the strong pace he could go well at Kempton 
on Wednesday. On the same card Jamie has an entry for Reckless Endeavour 
purchased from Ger Lyons for £50,000 at the end of October Sales. The horse has 
won twice at Dundalk and could be open to lots of improvement as he hasn’t had a 
lot of racing.


Malcolm Jefferson is one of the most in form Northern jumps trainers at the moment 
having four winners and five placed horses from his first nineteen runners as I write. 
Malcolm has some interesting entries at Wetherby and Sedgefield on Wednesday 
including Robbing The Prey who showed promise stepping up to fences from hurdles 
and could be one to consider. Secrete Scream could also go well for Malcolm on the 
same card. The horse needed the run at Carlisle and could step up on Wednesday. 
Look out for Malcolm Jefferson’s runners.


Take cover if you oppose the above three trainers, they are all in good form and give 
their runners the utmost respect.


Talking of respect my service High Roller Racing is operating at a very good level with 
our WINNING STRIKE RATE OF 63% showing a profit of 43 points so far in November 
up to 26th... that's £4,300 PROFIT to a £100 per point stake. High Roller can only tip 
ONE selection maximum per day. High Roller is FREE to join. JOIN NOW and JOIN a 
WINNING SERVICE... follow the link below and you too can win without any fuss.


My service is FREE TO JOIN and no upfront payments. Just pay when you win only.


For the best bets each day from High Roller Racing CLICK HERE! 
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High Goals Expectancy Tonight - By Rick Elliott


Jose Mourinho targets trophies like no other manager and he never underestimates 
the value of his teams running around a stadium carrying a cup. Some coaches 
dismiss what was traditionally called the League Cup but Mourinho uses the 
competition as a springboard for bigger fish later in his time at the club. Manchester 
United face a tough match at Watford tonight in the Premier League and the key to 
the outcome is the strength of the team Mourinho selects to start the match. 


There was an interesting trend last season in that his focus on various competitions 
reflected the betting odds. It will soon reach a stage when Manchester United have a 
better chance of winning the Champions League then the Premier League. I’m not 
suggesting Mourinho follows the bookmaker’s prices but intuitively he works out 
when he is flogging a dead horse. Until United play Manchester City at Old Trafford 
the Premier League is still up for grabs.


Rather than trying to outguess the Special One the better option is to go with the 
scoring trends. Watford have only failed to score in two of 14 fixtures in all 
competitions this season. However, they have also conceded 21 goals in the league 
which is the most of any side currently in the top 14 in the table. They have managed 
five clean sheets but not in any fixture against a top eight outfit. These facts suggest 
the bet of the night when they play United at home is both teams to score at 8/11 with 
William Hill.    


Chef D’Oeuvre Has Something In Hand 
Lingfield stages one of its rare jumps fixtures today on a track that is better known for 
racing on the All Weather. There is still a circuit for National Hunt racing and the race 
of the day is a handicap chase worth over £12,000 to the winner at 3pm. On Racing 
Post Ratings Chef D’Oeuvre has something in hand and is a decent price to deliver. 
The horse is now running off a decent mark based on past efforts in chases which 
means at this level CHEF D’OEUVRE should be backed at 4/1.
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This Weeks Golf Tournaments - By Bet Fairway


Last week BetFairway gave Wade Ormsby at a massive 80/1 to win the Hong Kong 
Open and he did the business by one shot. BetFairway members all got up early for a 
6am start on Sunday but it was worth it and the service made 220 points of profit on 
the week.


If you like the sound of backing 80/1 winners then get involved because it's far from a 
quiet time of the year and rich pickings can be had using unique private golf ratings 
spotting value Bookmakers and other punters have missed.


It's the return of the Tiger in the Hero World Challenge event in Nassau, Albany where 
among the tax exiles err sorry top players who live locally is Justin Rose. It's 
millionaires row all right here and Rosey will be pleased to have a week at home. But 
he surely will be exhausted after his globetrotting.


This is a star studded small field invitational event with stars everywhere but I'm 
drawn to a win bet on Brooks Koepka @ 10/1 with Betbright. Koepka has had a great 
year and is now a Major Champion and the big hitter would love to finish off his 
season with a win here.


Tomorrow members will receive their tips for the Australian PGA with some very big 
priced value selections. Get involved by signing up and tee it up with the best golf 
tipping service on the planet.


CLICK HERE TO JOIN BET FAIRWAY 
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